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Abstract. Most modern speech synthesis systems utilize large speech corpora
to learn new voices. These speech corpora usually contain several hours of
speech spoken by talented speakers who are able to record such an amount
of speech data in a sufficient quality. An appropriate phonetic and prosodic
annotation of the recorded utterances is necessary for a high quality of synthesized
speech. For many languages, the pitch shape within the last prosodic word of a
phrase is characteristic for particular types of sentences and phrase structure of
compound/complex sentences. However in the real data, this formal convention
can be breached and a different pitch shape than expected can be present. This
can be a source of prosody inconsistency in synthesized speech. This article
presents some experiments on automatic detection of prosodic mismatch in
recorded utterances. A simple classifier based on GMM was proposed for this
task. Experiments were performed on 5 large speech corpora. The classification
results were successfully verified by listening tests.
Keywords: speech corpora, prosodic annotation, prosodeme

1 Introduction

Most modern speech synthesis systems [1,2] utilize large speech corpora to learn new
voices. These speech corpora usually contain several hours of speech spoken by talented
speakers who are able to record such an amount of speech data in a sufficient quality.
An appropriate phonetic and prosodic annotation of the recorded utterances is necessary
for a high quality of synthesized speech [3]. Generally, the knowledge of presence of
various prosodic events in speech data and their detailed description can be useful for
many other applications as well.

In connection with using the large speech corpora, the automatic phonetic and
prosodic annotation of speech [4,5] became an important task. This article presents some
initial experiments on automatic detection of prosodic mismatch in recorded utterances.
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For many languages, the pitch shape within the last prosodic word of a phrase
(corresponding to functionally involved prosodeme1) is characteristic for particular
types of sentences and for the phrase structure of compound/complex sentences.
However, in the real speech data, this formal convention can be breached and a
different type of prosodeme than expected can be present. Using a speech corpus with
bad prosodeme labels can be source of prosody inconsistency in synthesized speech.
Prosodemes whose type does not correspond to the given sentence structure should be
revealed and corrected or removed from the corpus. This should improve the overall
quality of resulting synthetic speech.

This paper is organized as follows, Section 2 explains the prosody model used in
this work. Procedure for prosodeme classification is proposed in Section 3. Section 4
describes performed experiments and their results. Finally, Section 5 concludes this
paper and outlines the future work.

2 Prosody Model and Prosodemes

Within this paper, the formal prosody model proposed by Romportl [6] is used.
According to this model, an utterance can be divided into prosodic clauses separated by
short pauses. Each prosodic clause includes one ormore prosodic phrases, which contain
certain continuous intonation scheme. A prosodic phrase consists of two prosodemes:
null prosodeme and functionally involved prosodeme which is usually related to the last
prosodic word in the phrase.

For the Czech language2, the following basic classes of functionally involved
prosodemes are distinguished (for detailed prosodme categorization see [6]):

P1 – prosodemes terminating satisfactorily (specific for declarative sentences)
P2 – prosodemes terminating unsatisfactorily (specific for questions)
P3 – prosodemes non-terminating (specific for non-terminal phrases in compound/

complex sentences)

This paper is focused on compound/complex sentences. We assume that the last
phrase in these sentences ends with prosodeme P1 and all previous phrases end with
prosodeme P3. In the case of neutral speech (no emphasis, expression etc.), prosodemes
P1-1 and P3-1 are expected. Typical examples of prosodemes P1-1 and P3-1 are depicted
on Figures 1 and 2.

A typical feature for prosodeme P1-1 is a pitch decrease within its last syllable. For
prosodeme P3-1, a pitch increase within the last syllable is specific. In some cases, the
pitch increase/decrease can be realized as a value contrast between pitch of last and
previous syllable.

Beside the pitch shape, spectral, duration and energy features can be characteristic
for particular prosodemes. However, their impact seems to be not so relevant for prosody
perception or the dependence is more complex.

In real speech data, a different prosodeme than expected could be present. This
problem appears even in utterances spoken by a professional speaker. A typical example
1 Prosodemes are described in Section 2,
2 A different/modified set of prosodemes can be specific for other languages.
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Fig. 1. Example of a phrase terminated with prosodeme P1-1 (waveform and pitch).

Fig. 2. Example of a phrase terminated with prosodeme P3-1 (waveform and pitch).

is the compound sentence that can be split into several independent sentences. Within
the compound sentence, all phrases (except the last one) should be terminated with the
prosodeme P3-1. However, the independent sentences are naturally terminated by the
prosodeme P1-1.

Badly annotated corpus can be a source of various troubles in some applications. In
speech synthesis (specifically, in unit selection method), prosodeme labels are used for
selecting sequence of optimal speech units for building resulting speech [7]. Using units
from an inappropriate prosodeme or mixing units from different types of prosodemes
can cause a decrease in the overall speech quality – prosody of synthesized speech
does not correspond to the type or the structure of the sentence, some unnatural pitch
fluctuation can occur, etc.

3 Prosodeme Classification

Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) are widely used in various speech classification
tasks, such as speaker identification [8], emotion recognition [9], etc. Since the usage
of GMMs is straightforward and the performance is usually satisfactory, we decided to
use them in our experiments as a baseline.

First, each prosodic phrase is represented by a feature vector F and a default
prosodeme type PX . Pitch is extracted from audio files by using the RAPT algo-
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rithm [10] implemented in the SPTK toolkit [11]. The feature vector is computed from
the extracted pitch as follows

1. The pitch within the whole phrase is normalized to zero mean.
2. The average values of pitch within the last and the last but one syllabic core

are calculated: f̄1 and f̄2, respectively. Since both values are calculated from
normalized pitch, they express the emphasis within the last two syllables.

3. The slope of pitch d f1 within the last syllabic core is determined by linear
regression.

4. The final feature vector F is composed as

F =
[

f̄1, ( f̄1 − f̄2), d f1
]T

For each prosodeme PX , a simple Gaussian mixture model GPX (F) is trained.
Moreover, the weigh WPX for particular models is given as a relative number of
corresponding prosodeme in the training data.

WPX =
number of prosodeme PX

number of all prosodemes
Classification decision is done by

PY = argmax{PX }
[
WPXGPX (F)

]
Since all the values in the feature vector F are calculated from the normalized pitch,

they seems to be (partly) speaker-independent. Thus, it would be possible to train one
speaker-independent set of classifiers; however, to capture the speaker specific features
more precisely, individual classifiers were used for particular speakers in our initial
experiments.

The training and the classification are performed on whole speech corpora. This
approach is based on the assumption that most prosodemes are correct and the minority
of incorrect prosodemes should not influence the training of the classifiers since as
outliers they are not taken into account. In the case of large amount of incorrect
prosodemes, the classifiers would be probably poorly trained and would be inapplicable.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Experimental Data

For our experiments, we used 5 large speech corpora recorded for the purposes of speech
synthesis [12]: 3 male voices (denoted as MAJ, MJS, MTJ) and 2 female voices (denoted
as FMR, FKI). Each corpus contains about 10,000 utterances3. With the exception of
MTJ, all corpora contain the same sentences4; corpus MTJ was partly different.
3 Particular corpora contained larger number of utterances, but only declarative sentences were
selected for our experiments. Thus, the accurate number of utterances selected from particular
corpora corresponds to the number of prosodemes P1-1.

4 The numbers of utterances slightly differ because some defective utterances were discarded.
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Since a proper phonetic segmentation [4] (including pauses) was available for
all corpora, splitting particular utterances into prosodic clauses was straightforward.
However, dividing clauses into phrases is a more complex task because a sophisticated
text analysis is necessary – a simple detection of conjunctions and punctuation marks is
not sufficient. From that reason, we decided to perform our initial experiments only on
the last phrase in each clause where the prosodeme occurrence was guaranteed.

A simple prosodic profiles of particular corpora are presented in Table. 1. Different
values illustrate various speaking styles of particular speakers. Since only last phrases
in particular prosodic clauses were taken into account, the number of prosodeme P3-1
corresponds to the number of pauses in speech.

Table 1. Number of prosodemes in particular corpora.

prosodeme MAJ MJS MTJ FMR FKI
P1-1 10,001 9,896 9,896 9,897 9,878
P3-1 13,051 10,545 17,479 8,581 3,562

4.2 Classification Results

An independent set of classifiers was trained for each speaker. In all cases, GMMs for
particular prosodemes contained 5 mixtures. The classification results are presented in
Table 2. Some speakers (namely MAJ, MJS and FKI) have obviously and extraordinarily
consistent speaking style because only a few individual prosodeme were classified
as of a different type. The other speakers (MTJ and FMR) apparently often separated
compound sentences into independent declarative phrases. This has 2 consequences:

1. Prosodemes P3-1 were classified as P1-1 because they actually correspond to that
prosodeme type.

2. Prosodemes P1-1were classified as P3-1 because training data for the P3-1 classifier
contained a lot of P1-1 samples; therefore, the classifier was poorly trained.

Besides the GMM-based classification described in Section 3, some comparative ex-
periments with support vector machines with various kernels [13] were also performed.
The results were very similar and are therefore not presented in this paper. A more de-
tailed classifier comparison is planned to be performed in our future work.

4.3 Listening Tests

The functionality of the proposed GMM-based classifiers was evaluated by listening
tests. 10 participants took part in this listening test, most of themwere speech processing
experts who understood the theoretical background of the problem and had some former
experience with listening tests.

The test contained 20 utterances for each speaker:
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Table 2. Classification of prosodemes in particular corpora (total numbers and percentages).

speaker default classification
prosodeme P1-1 P3-1

MAJ
P1-1 9,982 99.81 % 19 0.19 %
P3-1 57 0.44 % 12,994 99.56 %

MJS
P1-1 9,887 99.91 % 9 0.09 %
P3-1 8 0.07 % 10,537 99.93 %

MTJ
P1-1 9,075 91.70 % 821 8.30 %
P3-1 3,516 20.12 % 12,994 79.88 %

FKI
P1-1 9,884 99.87 % 13 0.13 %
P3-1 25 0.76 % 3,537 99.24 %

FMR
P1-1 9,523 96.41 % 355 3.59 %
P3-1 1,198 13.96 % 7,383 86.04 %

a) 5 phrases terminated with prosodeme P1-1,
b) 5 phrases terminated with prosodeme P3-1,
c) 10 phrases where the default prosodeme P3-1 was classified as P1-1; hereinafter,

this prosodeme is denoted PX-Y.

The phrases a) and b) were selected to be prosodically unambiguous for the required
prosodeme. Phrases c) were selected randomly. However, all the utterances were
semantically neutral, i.e. the type of the phrase could not be determined from the text
content.

Utterances of speakers MJS and FKI were not included in the test because of lack of
phrases of type c). Thus, the test contained only utterances of 2 male speakers and one
female speaker (MAJ, MTJ and FMR, respectively).

The test results presented in Table 3 show that all the listeners were able to
distinguish the prosodemes P1-1 and P3-1. Moreover, in most cases, they identified
the prosodeme PX-Y as P1-1. That is in agreement with the results of the classifiers.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented some initial experiments on the detection of errors in the prosodic
annotation of large speech corpora. The annotation errors are identified by simple
GMM-based classifiers. Experiments performed on 5 large speech corpora revealed
various numbers of suspicious prosodemeswhose default prosodeme label did notmatch
its new classification.

Listening test confirmed that the decision of the classifiers was correct in most cases
and the new prosodeme label was correct. In the remaining cases, closer examination
revealed two secondary causes of different classification: problems with the pitch
extraction and problems with the default phonetic segmentation.
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Table 3. Results of listening tests.

speaker prosodeme listeners’ decision [%]
P1-1 P3-1 undecided

MAJ

P1-1 100.0 0.0 0.0
P3-1 0.0 94.0 6.0
PX-Y 96.0 0.0 4.0

MTJ

P1-1 98.0 0.0 2.0
P3-1 0.0 100.0 0.0
PX-Y 90.0 1.0 9.0

FMR

P1-1 100.0 0.0 0.0
P3-1 2.0 96.0 2.0
PX-Y 100.0 0.0 0.0

all
P1-1 99.3 0.0 0.7
P3-1 0.7 96.7 2.7
PX-Y 95.3 0.3 4.3

5.1 Future Work

In our future work, the experiments on classification of other types of prosodemes
will be performed. By including the null prosodeme model, possibly incorrect phrase
boundaries (shifted segmentation) could be also detected.

Given the promising initial results, the classifiers are planned to be used for an
automatic correction of particular corpora. We expect that using corpora with corrected
prosodeme labels for training a new voice in a TTS system should improve the overall
quality of synthesized speech, especially its prosodic features.

Another aim is to develop speaker-independent classifiers that could be used for
speech data from non-professional speakers whose speech prosody is not consistent
enough to train new independent classifiers or the amount of speech data is low.

Last but not least, we intend to perform a more thorough comparison with other
types of classifiers, e.g. support vector machines [13].
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